RESTORE OUR EARTH
Protect our mother Earth

World Environment Day (WED) is celebrated each year on
June 5. We celebrate it to learn about the environment,
participate in conservation activities, and learn about ways
to help in the future.
The theme resolute for the World Environment Day 2021 is
'Ecosystem Restoration'. Ecosystem Restoration denotes
assisting in the recovery of ecosystems that have been
degraded by activities like pollution and deforestation.
Christ Academy with full enthusiasm presents
“Environment Day Fest” amidst the current situation to
encourage students in creating awareness and action for
the protection of the environment through various online
activities

Activity 1
GUIDELINES
FOR THE ACTIVITIES

1. All submissions should be accompanied by
a) Full name of the student,
b) Activity number,
c) Grade and allocated Section (as per the
email Id created for each student).
Eg: Angelina P Mariam – Activity 2 - Grade 8C
2. For all submissions ( video/ PPT / any other)
an image file may be provided.
3. No submission should exceed 25MB. (videos
may be taken of fast forward mode to restrict
the time limit)
4. All submissions to happen together (video
at one time, image at another time is
discouraged).
5. Email IDs for submission are given at the
end of the activity instruction of each grade.
6. Students can start submitting the activities
from 17th May 2021. Last day of submission is
9 AM of 2nd. June 2021.
7. Appreciation certificates will be given to all
participants.
8. Best submission for each category will be
awarded.
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Grade 6 - ICSE / CBSE
Activity 1

Creating

a tray garden with all elements of a
garden ecosystem (create the model and make a
video of it with you in it), the video should show the
steps for preparing the tray garden, video of 2
minutes duration, fast forward video may be done)
Activity 2

My Garden a case study with pictures (A write up
on how was it before, what changes have you
made, how does it become complete with all
elements of the ecosystem now, your future plans
on it, supplement the report with some pictures.
Submission to be done as a PDF with pictures)
Activity 3

Maintaining a clean pond - an aquatic ecosystem

restoration in Rural India- A report (Guidelines for
the report: How does the society use the pond,
what are the effluents reaching, how have the local
people helped to clean it, and restrict effluents,
what changes have they observed, what more can
they do- your personal suggestions. Submission to
be done as a PDF with pictures)

Activity 4

Creating an aquarium a small aquatic ecosystem

at home (take pictures and video of 2 minutes, on
you creating it)

(3)

Activity 5

Form

a nature club with your friends in your
neighbourhood ( Min size :10 members, make its
executive body, prepare, its calendar of events,
prepare a budget for the club, make a portfolio of
the club with all these details for handing over to
the next executive committee of the club.
Submission to be done as a PDF with pictures of
club Logo, members of club, planned activities)
Activity 6

Sow the seed of a kitchen herb in your garden, or
balcony, or window sill, check its growth at
regular intervals and maintain a journal with date
.(min. 2 herbs must be grown, its medicinal use
needs to be written in detail, and how often it is
used by your family , share it with your neighbour
and take their feedback on the quality of the
herb, (record it). Identify one natural fertilizer that
you can use to improve the quality and yield and
write about that in the report. Submission to be
done as a PDF with pictures)
Activity 7

Any

other project from any topic in Science
subjects, that will be useful to society (models
only with explanation videos not exceeding 2
mins. duration)

SUBMISSION ID :
envdaygrade6@cacbse.in (for CBSE students)
envdaygrade6@christacademy.in (for ICSE students)
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Grade 7 - ICSE / CBSE
Activity 1

Enacting a Play on environment - 5 mins. (Guidelines

: Plan the play with your friends, family members or a
group activity with classmates , all to be done online,
video restricted to 5 mins, not exceeding 25MB)

Activity 2

Dance or a Song on environment ,- 3 mins. ( theme

river , lake restoration, saving environment, beautiful
world around, video restricted to 3 mins, not
exceeding 25MB)

Activity 3

Write a poetry on environment
with a drawing)

( submission of PDF

Activity number 1-3 may be done using songs
preferably from Uttarakhand and Karnataka, to align
to our partner state for CBSE students, and may be
done in any language for ICSE students . This will
help us learn the culture of that state as well

Activity 4

Making a room decoration piece, using eco friendly
items ( full video to be documented within 2 mins, a
picture of the decorative piece, to be shot with you
holding it, write a suitable quote next to the photo)

(5)

Activity 5

Preparing compost from Organic waste ( write it as

an experiment form with proper measurements of
materials used and the yield- aim, materials used,
procedure,result and precautions taken, Submission
as a PDF with accompanying pictures taken on
different days)

Activity 6

Prepare

natural dyes from plant sources, and use it
to paint a picture of the nature ( write a small
paragraph on items used in preparation of the dye
with quantities, click a photo with the picture and
write a small quote next to it, Submission as a PDF)

Activity 7

Any other project from any topic in

Science subjects,
that will be useful to society (models only with
explanation videos, not exceeding 2 mins. duration)

SUBMISSION ID :
envdaygrade7@cacbse.in (for CBSE students)
envdaygrade7@christacademy.in (for ICSE students)
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Grade 8 - ICSE / CBSE
Activity 1

Restoration of Lakes in Bangalore: A case study

(background, scope, example to be discussed,
personal suggestions, future prospects, bibliography.
Submission to be done as a PDF document with
pictures)
Activity 2

Working Model of lake restoration ( a video of the

preparing the model for 2 mins. and a final with the
model and a caption befitting the model)
Activity 3

Models on Ideal Lake ecosystem (non working
model, more of a dream design, video for 2 mins. of
the model preparation, and a final photograph with
the model with a proper caption)
Restoring any 2

Activity 4

fragile ecosystems in Uttarakhand
(Pictures with write up after proper research,
background, steps taken to restore it, personal
suggestion, precautionary steps by Govt. Submission
to be done as a PDF document with pictures)

Prepare a trifolder

Activity 5

promotional advertisement on
a sensitive ecosystems in Karnataka (a travel
brochure- must contain pictures, background, travel
protocols to be followed, do’s and don’ts, areas of
attraction, essentials for travel, best time to travel .
Submission to be done as a PDF document with
pictures)
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Activity 6

River Restoration - A case study on Ganga Action

Plan a proper research work- background, scope,
example to be discussed in detail, personal
suggestions, future prospects, Submission to be
done as a PDF document with pictures)

Activity 7

Maintain a diary on minimum one new thing that
you did to save nature everyday( write a journal
everyday on the advantage of doing it , Month end
divide the tasks into groups and evaluate each group
with a score- highest for the most effective group,
why do you think this group deserves a high score,
what prevented you from doing it before, will you be
able to continue it… write a report touching all these
points. Submission to be done as a PDF document
with pictures of activity)
Activity 8

Any other project from any topic in Science subjects,
that will be useful to society (models only with
explanation videos not exceeding 2 min duration)

(Topic 4 and 6 has specially been given for CBSE
students as a part of science art integration projects
in collaboration with partner state Uttarakhand, ICSE
students are also encouraged to attempt the same.)
SUBMISSION ID :
envdaygrade8@cacbse.in (for CBSE students)
envdaygrade8@christacademy.in (for ICSE students)
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Grade 9 - ICSE / CBSE
Activity 1

Quiz Competition

on 5th. June 2021. (prelims
to happen for selection)

Activity 2

Debate competition
(2 Tracks)

on 5th. June 2021

Topic A: 'Trying to maintain an ecological
harmony may restrict the economic growth'
Or
Topic B: 'Making an effort to change the way
we consume and produce food can mitigate
the biodiversity loss caused by chemical
fertilizers.'
Activity 3

You can also prepare science projects on any
subject which will be useful to the society
(a video of 2 mins duration)

SUBMISSION ID :
envdaygrade9@cacbse.in (for CBSE students)
envdaygrade9@christacademy.in (for ICSE
students)
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